
Composing Abstrations of Hybrid SystemsPaulo Tabuada1, George J. Pappas1, and Pedro Lima21 Department of Eletrial Engineering, University of PennsylvaniaPhiladelphia, PA 19104, ftabuadap,pappasgg�seas.upenn.edu2 Instituto de Sistemas e Rob�otia, Instituto Superior T�enio1049-001 Lisboa - Portugal, pal�isr.ist.utl.ptAbstrat. The analysis and design of hybrid systems must exploit theirhierarhial and ompositional nature of in order to takle omplexity.In previous work, we presented a hierarhial abstration framework forhybrid ontrol systems based on the notions of simulation and bisimula-tion. In this paper, we build upon our previous work and investigate theompositionality of our abstration framework. We present a omposi-tion operator that allows synhronization on inputs and states of hybridsystems. We then show that the omposition operator is ompatible withour abstration framework in the sense that abstrating subsystems willthe result in an abstration of the overall system.1 IntrodutionThe omplexity of hybrid systems analysis and design motivate the developmentof methods and tools that sale well with dimension and exploit system struture.Hierarhial deompositions model hybrid systems using a hierarhy of modelsat di�erent layers of abstration. Analysis tasks are then performed on simpler,abstrated models that are equivalent with respet to the relevant properties.Design also bene�ts from this approah sine the design starts at the top of thehierarhy on a simple model and is then suessively re�ned by inorporatingthe modeling detail of eah layer.In addition, as systems are usually ompositions of subsystems, one must takeadvantage of the ompositional struture of hybrid systems. We seek, therefore,to take advantage of this ompositional struture of hybrid systems to simplifythe omputation of abstrations. This simpli�ation omes from the fat that itis muh simpler to abstrat subsystems individually and then interonnet themin order to obtain an abstration, rather than to extrat an abstration of thesystem as a whole. In order to aomplish this, ompositional operators need tobe ompatible with abstration operators.The notions of omposition and abstration are mature in theoretial om-puter siene, and, in partiular, in the areas of onurreny theory [10℄, [19℄,and omputer aided veri�ation [9℄. Notions of abstration suh as language in-lusion, simulation relations, and bisimulation relations have been onsidered inthe ontext of hybrid systems. A formal model for hybrid systems allowing om-position was proposed in [8℄, ompositional re�nements in a hierarhial settingare disussed in [2℄, and assume guarantee proof rules are presented in [4℄.



For purely ontinuous systems, the notions of simulation, and bisimulationhad not reeived muh attention [18℄. Reently, similar notions were introduedin [11, 12℄ whih has resulted in onstrutions of abstrations for linear ontrolsystems [11℄, and nonlinear ontrol systems [12℄ while haraterizing abstrat-ing maps that preserve properties of interest suh as ontrollability. Based onthese results, in [16℄, we took the �rst steps towards onstruting abstrations ofhybrid systems while preserving timed languages. This allowed us to introduein [17℄ an abstrat notion of ontrol systems omprising disrete, ontinuous andhybrid systems. This abstrat framework was the natural setting to understandabstrations of hybrid ontrol systems.In this paper, we extend the hierarhial approah desribed in [17℄ towardsompositionality. Following the approah desribed in [19℄, we introdue a gen-eral omposition operator modeling the interonnetion of subsystems and relateompositionality with abstrations. We prove that simulations and bisimulationsof hybrid systems are ompositional, and we also give neessary and suÆientonditions for bisimulations to be ompositional.This paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we review the abstrat ontrolsystems framework introdued in [17℄ and introdue the notions of simulation andbisimulation. In Setion 3 we introdue a omposition operator based on [19℄,modeling the interonnetion of subsystems and relate ompositionality withabstrations. We prove the main results of the paper showing that abstrationsare ompositional. We onlude at Setion 4 by providing some topis for futureresearh. In Appendix A we ollet some mathematial fats and notationalissues, and Appendix B ontains the proofs of all the results.2 Abstrat Control SystemsIn [17℄, we presented an abstrat ontrol systems framework whih allows thetreatment of disrete, ontinuous, and hybrid ontrol systems in a uni�ed way.This approah di�ers from other attempts of uni�ation [7, 14℄ by regarding sys-tems as ontrol systems. We start by looking at disrete and ontinuous systemsto gain some motivation for the general ase.Disrete Control Systems: Let (Q;�; Æ) be a disrete labeled transitionsystem, where Q is a �nite set of states, � is a �nite set of input symbols, and Æ :Q�� �! Q is the next-state funtion. For simpliity, we restrit to deterministitransition systems, and note that Æ is in general a partial funtion. Let us denoteby �� the set of all �nite strings obtained by onatenating elements in �. Inpartiular the empty string " also belongs to ��. Regarding onatenation ofstrings as a map from ����� to �� we an give �� the struture of a monoid.Furthermore, it is well known from automata theory [5℄, that the transitionfuntion Æ de�nes a unique partial map from Q��� to Q satisfying the followingproperties: Æ�(q; ") = q (1)Æ�(q; �1�2) = Æ�(Æ�(q; �1); �2) (2)



A similar desription of ontrol system an also be given.Continuous Control Systems: Let U be the spae of admissible ontrolinputs. De�ne the set U t as:U t = fu : [0; t[�! U j [0; t[� R+0 g (3)An element of U t is denoted by ut, and represents a map from [0; t[ to U . Considernow the set U� whih is the disjoint union of all U t for t 2 R+0 :U� = at2R+0 U t (4)The set U� an be regarded as a monoid under the operation of onatenation,that is, if ut1 2 U t1 � U� and ut2 2 U t2 � U� then ut1ut2 = ut1+t2 2 U t1+t2 �U� with onatenation given by:ut1ut2(t) = �ut1(t) if 0 � t < t1ut2(t� t1) if t1 � t < t1 + t2 (5)The identity element is given by the empty input, that is " = u0. Let _x = f(x; u)be a smooth ontrol system, where x 2 M , a smooth manifold and u 2 U , theset of admissible inputs. Choosing an admissible input trajetory ut, f(x; ut)is a well de�ned vetor �eld and as suh it indues a ow whih we denote byx : [0; t[�!M , suh that x(0) = x. We thus see that a smooth ontrol systemde�nes a partial map: � :M � U� �!M(x; ut) 7! x(t) (6)satisfying: �(x; ") = �(x; u0) = x(0) = x (7)�(x; ut1ut2) = x(t1 + t2) = x(t1)(t2) = �(�(x; ut1); ut2) (8)We think of the monoid as the set of ontrol ations available to inuene theevolution of the system. In many ases, however, these available ations hangefrom state to state. This dependene of the available ations on the states foresus to work with generalized monoids, see Appendix A for the orret de�nition.De�nition 1 (Abstrat Control System). Let S be a set and M a gener-alized monoid over S. An abstrat ontrol system over S is a map � : M �! Srespeting the monoid struture, that is:1. Identity: �(s; ") = s2. Semi-group: �(s; a1a2) = �(�(s; a1); a2)We now show how this de�nition is general enough to over also hybrid ontrolsystems.



Hybrid Control Systems: The state spae of an hybrid ontrol system is aset of smooth manifolds Xq parameterized by the disrete states q 2 Q, denotedby X = fXqgq2Q. A point in X is represented by the pair (q; x). The set ofavailable ations at eah point is desribed by a subset of the following monoid:M = an2N0(U� [��)n (9)assuming that U� \ �� = f"g and regarding U� and �� simply as sets. Let uselaborate on the produt operation onM. This operation is de�ned as the usualonatenation and therefore it requires �nite length strings. To aommodatethis requirement and still be able to have an in�nite number of onatenationsof elements in U� we proeed as follows. Suppose that we want to show that�1ut1ut2 : : : utk : : : �2 belongs to M, where tk is a onvergent series. Instead ofregarding eah element in the string as an element inM (whih would not allowus to de�ne the last onatenation sine it would happen after 1) we regard�1 and �2 as elements of M and ut1ut2 : : : utk : : : = ut0 as an element of U�and onsequently as an element of M, where t0 = limk�!1 tk. This string is thenregarded as the map m : f1; 2; 3g �! M de�ned by m(1) = �1, m(2) = ut0and m(3) = �3. The produt in M is then the usual onatenation on reduedstrings, that is, strings where all onsequent sequenes of elements of U� or ��have been replaed by their produt in U� or ��, respetively. Hybrid ontrolsystems are now ast into the abstrat ontrol systems framework as:De�nition 2 (Hybrid Control System). An hybrid ontrol system H =(X;MX ; �X) onsists of:{ The state spae X = fXqgq2Q.{ A generalized monoid MX over X.{ A map �X :MX �! X respeting the monoid struture and suh that for allq 2 Q, there is a set Inv(q) � Xq and for all x 2 Inv(q), MX(q; x) \ U� 6=f"g and �((q; x); ut0 ) 2 Inv(q) for every pre�x ut0 of every ut 2 MX(q; x).The semantis assoiated with the evolution from (q; x) governed by � andontrolled by a 2 M(q;x) is the standard transition semantis of hybrid au-tomata [3℄. Suppose that a = ut1�1�2ut2 , then �((q; x); a) = (q0; x0) means thatthe system starting at (q; x) evolves during t1 units of time under ontinuousinput ut1 , jumps under input �1 and them jumps again under �2. After the twoonseutive jumps, the system evolves under the ontinuous ontrol input ut2reahing (q0; x0), t2 units of time after the last jump.2.1 Control System AbstrationsWe now review the notions of simulation and bisimulation in the ontext ofabstrat ontrol systems while referring the reader to Appendix A for the relevantnotation.



De�nition 3 (Simulations of Abstrat Control Systems). Let �X and �Ybe two abstrat ontrol systems over X and Y with generalized monoids MX andMY , respetively and F �MX �MY a generalized monoid respeting relation.Then �Y is a simulation of �X with respet to F or a F -simulation i� for anyx 2 X:y 2 FB(x) ) 8(x;ax)2dom(F ) 9(y;ay)2F (x;ax) �Y (y; ay) 2 FB(�X (x; ax))The above de�nition slightly generalizes the usual notions of morphisms betweentransition systems in [19℄, sine the inputs inMY , if obtained from F , depend onthe inputs onMX as well as the state. It is straightforward to see that abstratontrol systems and relations satisfying the above ondition form a ategory,that we all the abstrat ontrol systems ategory. The notion of bisimulation isde�ned as a symmetri simulation:De�nition 4. Let �X and �Y be abstrat ontrol systems over X and Y withgeneralized monoids MX and MY respetively. If F � MX �MY is a gener-alized monoid respeting relation we say that �X is F -bisimilar to �Y i� �Y isa F -simulation of �X and �X is a F�1-simulation of �Y .Although we used relations to de�ne simulations and bisimulations we will as-sume through the remaining paper that F is the relation indued by a mapf : MX �!MY . The approah taken to de�ne bisimulation is similar in spiritto the one in [10℄, however instead of preserving inputs between bisimulations,we relate them through the map f . If one hooses a map f whih is the identityon inputs we reover the notion of bisimulation in [10℄. Several other approahesto bisimulation are reported in the literature and we point the reader to theomparative study in [13℄ and the referenes therein.The notion of simulation allows to de�ne several di�erent types of abstrationsine when f : MX �! MY de�nes a simulation from �X to �Y , the map fBtakes state trajetories of �X to state trajetories of �Y [15℄. This shows, in par-tiular, that f(L(�X )) � L(�Y ), where L(�) denotes the language generated byabstrat ontrol system �. When f is simply the inlusion ofMX intoMY , thatis f(x; a) = (x; a) 2 MY for every (x; a) 2 MX we reover the popular notionof abstration based on language inlusion sine L(�X ) = f(L(�X )) � L(�Y ).Under ertain onditions on the relation F the omputation of a simulation anbe done algorithmially as desribed in [17℄.3 Compositional AbstrationsIn this setion, we follow the ategorial desription of omposition of transitionsystems as desribed in [19℄. A variety of omposition operations an be modeledas the produt operation followed by a restrition operation.3.1 Parallel Composition with SynhronizationThe �rst step of omposition ombines two abstrat ontrol systems into a sin-gle one by forming their produt. Given two abstrat ontrol systems �X :MX



�! X and �Y : MY �! Y we de�ne their produt to be the abstrat on-trol system �X � �Y : (MX �MY ) �! (X � Y ), �X � �Y ((x; y); (ax; ay)) =(�X (x; ax); �Y (y; ay)), where the ations available at eah (x; y) 2 X � Y aresubsets of the diret produt monoidMX
MY . The trajetories of the produtontrol system onsist of all possible ombinations of the initial ontrol systemstrajetories. The produt an also be de�ned in a ategorial manner.De�nition 5 (Produt of abstrat ontrol systems). Let �X :MX �! Xand �Y :MY �! Y be two abstrat ontrol systems. The produt of these abstratontrol systems is a triple (�X � �Y ; �X ; �Y ) where �X � �Y is an abstratontrol system and �X � (X � Y ) � X and �Y � (X � Y ) � Y are projetionrelations suh that �X is a �X -simulation of �X � �Y , �Y is a �Y -simulationof �X � �Y , and for any other triple (�Z ; pX ; pY ) of this type there is one andonly one relation � � Z � (X � Y ) suh that �X � �Y is a �-simulation of �Z ,and the following diagram ommutes:
�ZpX ����I�X �X � �Y��X �Y-�Y6� pY����� (10)The relations �X and �Y are in fat those indued by the anonial projetionmaps �X : X � Y �! X , �Y : X � Y �! Y and the relation � is easily seento be given by � = (pX ; pY ). This de�nition of produt may seem unneessarilyabstrat and ompliated at the �rst ontat, it will, however, render the proofof the main result on the ompatibility of parallel omposition with respet tosimulations a muh simpler task.Example 1. Consider the transition systems inspired from [19℄ and displayed onthe left of Figure 1 where the " evolutions are not represented. The produt ofthese transitions systems will onsist of all possible evolutions of both systemsas displayed on the right of Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Two transition systems on the left and the orresponding produt transitionsystem on the right.In the produt abstrat ontrol system, the behavior of one system does not inu-ene the behavior of the other system. Sine in general the behavior of a systemomposed of several subsystems depends strongly on the interation between the



subsystems, one tries to apture this interation by removing undesired evolu-tions from the produt system �X � �Y through the operation of restrition.Given a generalized submonoid ML �MW we de�ne the restrition of ontrolsystem �W : MW �! W to ML as a new ontrol system �W jML : ML �! Lwhih is given by �W jML(x; a) = �W (x; a) i� (x; a) 2 ML and �W (x; a0) be-longs to L for any pre�x a0 of a. In general the domain of �W jML , ML, may bestritly ontained in ML sine restriting the base spae implies also restritingthe available inputs to those that do not fore the abstrat ontrol system toleave the restrited base. If the generalized submonoid ML has the same statespae as MW but \less" ontrol inputs available at eah state, then restritionis modeling synhronization of both systems on the ontrol inputs. If on theother hand the available ontrol inputs are equal but the state spae of ML is\smaller" then the state spae ofMW then both systems are being synhronizedon the state spae. Synhronization on inputs and states is also aptured by theoperation of restrition by hoosing a generalized submonoid with \less" avail-able inputs and \smaller" state spae. This operation also admits a ategorialharaterization.De�nition 6 (Restrition of abstrat ontrol systems). Let �W : MW�! W be an abstrat ontrol system, ML a generalized submonoid of MW andg and h two simulation relations suh that ML = f(w; aw) 2 MW j g(w; aw) =h(w; aw)g. The restrition of �W to ML is a pair (�W jML ; iML) where �W jMLis an abstrat ontrol system and iML � ML �MW is an inlusion relationsuh that �W is a iML-simulation of �W jML satisfying g Æ iML = h Æ iML andfor any other pair (�Z ; iMZ ) of this type there is one and only one relation �suh that �W jML is a �-simulation of �Z , and the following diagram ommutes:�W jML �W-iML�Z6� iMZ����� �V-g -h (11)It is not diÆult to see that the relation iML is simply the inlusion iML(al) =al 2 MW for every al 2 ML. With the notions of produt and restritionat hand, we an now de�ne a general operation of parallel omposition withsynhronization.De�nition 7 (Parallel Composition with synhronization). Let �X :MX �! X and �Y : MY �! Y be two abstrat ontrol systems and onsider ageneralized submonoid ML � MX �MY . The parallel omposition of �X and�Y with synhronization over ML is the abstrat ontrol system de�ned as:�X kML �Y = (�X � �Y )jML (12)



Example 2. Consider the transition systems displayed on the left of Figure 1.By speifying the generalized submonoid:ML = f((x1; y1); (a; b)); ((x1; y1); ("; ))((x1; y1); ("; ")); ((x2; y1); ("; ));((x2; y1); ("; ")); ((x2; y2); ("; ")); ((x1; y2); ("; "))g (13)it is possible to synhronize the event a with the event b on the parallel omposi-tion of these systems, while the remaining evolutions not ontrolled by a neitherby b remain unhanged. The resulting transition system is displayed in Figure 2.
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��� C	Fig. 2. Parallel omposition with synhronization of the transition systems displayedon the left of Figure 1.3.2 Compositionality of SimulationsWe now determine if omposition of subsystems is ompatible with abstration.A positive answer to this question is given by the next theorem whih desribeshow the proess of omputing abstrations an be rendered more eÆient byexploring the interonnetion struture of hybrid systems.Theorem 1 (Compositionality of Simulations). Given abstrat ontrol sys-tems �X , �Z (whih is a F -simulation of �X), �Y , �W (whih is a G-simulationof �Y ) and the generalized submonoid ML � MX �MY , the parallel ompo-sition of the simulations �Z and �W with synhronization over (F � G)(ML)is a (F � G)jML -simulation of the parallel omposition of �X with �Y withsynhronization over ML.The above result was stated for parallel omposition of two abstrat ontrolsystems but it an be easily extended to any �nite number of abstrat ontrolsystems. The relevane of the result lies in the fat that, in general, it is muheasier to abstrat eah individual subsystem and by parallel omposition obtainan abstration of the overall system.Example 3. To illustrate the use of Theorem 1 we shall make use of the ele-brated water tank system from [1℄. Consider two water tanks that an be �lledby water oming from a pipe as displayed on the left of Figure 3. The waterlevel at tank A is measured by x1 while the water level at tank B is measured byx2. Eah tank has also an outow that auses a derease in the water level. Theoutow rate at tank A is v1 while at tank B is v2. This outow an be ompen-sated by a water inow oming from the pipe on top of the tanks. This pipe hasan inow rate of w whih an be direted to tank A or to tank B by means of avalve loated in the pipe. Contrary to [1℄, we expliitly inorporate a �rst ordermodel of the valve in the hybrid automaton desribing this hybrid ontrol sys-tem, displayed on the right of Figure 3. We now seek to abstrat away the valve
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V�V�Fig. 3. Water tank system: Physial setup on the left and hybrid model on the right.dynamis to obtain the usual model that onsiders the swithing of the inowfrom one tank to the other instantaneous1. Instead of omputing an abstrationdiretly from this hybrid automaton we start by realizing that this automatonan be obtained by parallel omposition of hybrid ontrol systems HX and HYmodeling the pipe and the tanks, respetively, as shown in Figure 4. This ompo-
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Fig. 4. Hybrid model of the pipe and water tanks on the left and right, respetively.sition is synhronized on the generalized submonoid ML �MX �MY de�nedby the equalities u1 = w and u2 = w � w. We now abstrat the pipe modelby aggregating all the ontinuous states in disrete state q1 to 0 and all theontinuous states in disrete state q2 to w. Theorem 1 ensures that omposingHY with this abstration will result in an abstration of hybrid ontrol systemHX kML HY . The new synhronizing generalized monoid is obtained from MLby replaing w by 0 on the ontinuous inputs in state q1 and replaing w by win the ontinuous inputs at disrete state q2. This is also be desribed by theequalities u1 = 0, u2 = w and u1 = w, u2 = 0 valid at disrete states q1 andq2, respetively. The resulting hybrid ontrol system is displayed in Figure 5.This example illustrates the lear advantage of exploring ompositionality inomputing hybrid abstrations. We have only omputed ontinuous abstrationsof one-dimensional ontrol systems (for the pipe automaton), whereas if onewould have proeeded diretly from hybrid ontrol system HX kML HY withoutexploring the ompositional struture, one would have omputed ontinuous ab-strations of the three-dimensional ontinuous ontrol systems at eah disreteloation.1 We remark that onsidering the water swithing instantaneous leads to zeno traje-tories [6℄, however this problem falls beyond the sope of the urrent paper.
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z�Fig. 5. Abstrated hybrid model of the water tank system.3.3 Compositionality of BisimulationsIn this setion we extend the previous ompatibility results from simulations tobisimulations. Although the produt respets bisimulations the same does nothappen with the operation of restrition so we need additional assumptions toensure that bisimulations are respeted by omposition as stated in the nextresult.Theorem 2 (Compositionality of Bisimulations). Given abstrat ontrolsystems �X , �Z (a F -bisimulation of �X), �Y , �W (a G-bisimulation of �Y )and a generalized submonoid ML � MX � MY we have that the parallelomposition of the bisimulations �Z and �W with synhronization over (F �G)(ML) is a (F � G)jML-bisimulation of the parallel omposition of �X with�Y with synhronization over ML i� (F �G)�1j(F�G)(ML) = (F �G)jML�1where (F �G)(ML) is the domain of �Z k(F�G)(ML) �W .From the previous result we onlude that if we have a means of omputingbisimulations and if we hoose the synhronization generalized submonoid are-fully we an ompute bisimulations by exploring the interonnetion strutureof large-sale systems.4 ConlusionsIn this paper, we addressed the interplay between abstrations and omposi-tionality of hybrid systems. Based on previous work on abstrations of hybridontrol systems, we introdued a omposition operator, and showed that thisomposition operator is ompatible with abstrations based on simulations. Fur-thermore, we presented neessary and suÆient onditions for this operator tobe also ompatible with bisimulations. Current researh is fousing on lassesof hybrid systems and omposition operators for whih the abstration proessan be fully automated. Another important topi for future researh is to un-derstand whih onditions guarantee that hybrid systems relevant properties arepreserved by abstrations, and speially by omposition operators.Aknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Esfandiar Haghverdifor extremely stimulating disussions on ategory theory, and its use for hybridsystems. The �rst author was supported by Funda�~ao para a Ciênia e Tenologiaunder grant PRAXIS XXI/BD/18149/98 while the seond author was partiallysupported by DARPA ITO MoBIES Grant F33615-00-C-1707.
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19. Glynn Winskel and Mogens Nielsen. Models for onurreny. In Abramsky, Gab-bay, and Maibaum, editors, Handbook of Logi and Foundations of TheoretialComputer Siene, volume 4. Oxford University Press, London, 1994.A Notation and Mathematial FatsA relation is a generalization of a funtion in the sense that it assigns to eahelement in its domain a set of elements in its odomain. Mathematially a rela-tion F between the sets S1 and S2 is simply a subset of their Cartesian produt,that is F � S1 � S2. Given two relations F � S1 � S2 and G � S2 � S3 wean de�ne their omposition to be the relation G Æ F � S1 � S3 de�ned byG Æ F = f(s1; s3) 2 S1 � S3 : 9s2 2 S2 (s1; s2) 2 F ^ (s2; s3) 2 Gg. Givena relation F � S1 � S2 we all F�1 � S2 � S1 given by F�1 = f(s2; s1) 2S2 � S1 : (s1; s2) 2 Fg the inverse relation. An objet that we will use fre-quently is the set valued map F : S1 �! 2S2 indued by a relation F and de�nedby F (s1) = fs2 2 S2 : (s1; s2) 2 Fg.We also introdue some notation for later use. Given relations F � S1 � S2,G � S3 � S4 and a subset L � S1 � S3 we de�ne the new relations F � G and(F �G)jL as F �G = f((s1; s3); (s2; s4)) 2 (S1 � S3) � (S2 � S4) : (s1; s2) 2F ^ (s3; s4) 2 Gg and (F �G)jL = f((s1; s3); (s2; s4)) 2 F �G : (s1; s3) 2 Lg.As explained in Setion 2 we will need to work with generalized monoids.We start by realling the notion of monoid. A monoid is a triple (M; �; ") whereM is a set losed under the assoiative operation � : M�M �!M and " is aspeial element of M alled identity. This element satis�es " � m = m � " = mfor any m 2 M. We will usually denote m1 �m2 simply by m1m2 and refer tothe monoid simply as M. Given two elements m1 and m2 from M we say thatm1 is a pre�x of m2 i� there exists another m 2 M suh that m1m = m2. Wewill be speially interested in generalized monoids obtained as follows. Let X bea set and M a monoid. Then we an regard X �M as a set valued funtionF : X �! 2M whih assigns to eah x 2 X the monoid F (x) =M. However, ingeneral, not all the elements of M will be available at eah point in X so thatwe need2 a map G : X �! 2M suh that G(x) may be a strit subset of M withthe property that G(x) is pre�x losed for every x 2 X . Suh a map will bealled a generalized monoid over the set X and we shall denote it by MX . Wewill, interhangeably, regard a generalized monoid as a map from X to 2M or asthe subset of X �M de�ned by (x;m) 2MX i� m 2MX(x). A subset ML ofMX whih is also a generalized monoid will be alled a generalized submonoid.We now relate generalized monoids through relations. Let F �MX�MY bea relation between generalized monoids. Then F indues a relation FB � X�Yby y 2 FB(x) i� (y;m) 2 F (x;m0) for any (y;m) 2 MY and (x;m0) 2MX . Wethen say that the relation F is generalized monoid respeting i� satis�es:{ Identity: y 2 FB(x) ) (y; ") 2 F (x; ")2 In general, a generalized monoid over a set X an be seen as a small ategory withelements of X as objets.



{ Semi-group: (y1;m01) 2 F (x1;m1); (y2;m02) 2 F (x2;m2)and (x1;m1m01) 2 MX ) (y1;m01m02) 2 F (x1;m1m2).B ProofsProof (of Theorem 1). Consider the produt system (�Z ��W ; �Z ; �W ) and thetriple (�X � �Y ; F Æ �X ; G Æ �Y ). By de�nition of produt we know that thereis one and only one relation � suh that:
�X � �YF Æ �X ����I�Z �Z � �W��Z �W-�W6� G Æ �Y�����ommutes and this relation is given by � = (F;G) = F � G, meaning that�Z��W is a F �G-simulation of �X��Y . Consider now the following diagram:(�X � �Y )jML �Z � �W-� Æ iML �V-g -hwhere g and h are equal only on the generalized submonoid �(ML). It is learthat g Æ� Æ iML = hÆ� Æ iML sineML �ML implies � Æ iML(ML) = �(ML) ��(ML). Therefore, by de�nition of restrition there exists one and only onesimulation relation � from �X kML �Y to �Z k�(ML) �W whih is given by� = � Æ iML = (F �G) Æ iML = (F �G)jML . utProof (of Theorem 2). We now prove Theorem 2 through a series of results. Westart by showing that produt respets bisimulations:Lemma 1. Given abstrat ontrol systems �X , �Z (a F -bisimulation of �X),�Y and �W (a G-bisimulation of �Y ) the produt abstrat ontrol system �Z ��W is a F �G-bisimulation of �X � �Y .Proof. Consider the following ommutative diagrams:�X �Y�X � �Y�X ��	 �Y��R�Z �W�Z � �W�Z ��I �W���?F ?G?�1 �X �Y�X � �Y�X ��	 �Y��R�Z �W�Z � �W�Z ��I �W���6F�1 6G�16�2By de�nition of produt there exists one and only one relation �1 and one andonly one relation �2 suh that the diagrams ommute. In fat, �1 is the relation�1 = (F Æ �X ; G Æ �Y ) = F � G and �2 = (F�1 Æ �Z ; G�1 Æ �W ) = (F � G)�1meaning that �X � �Y is F �G-bisimilar to �Z � �W . ut



Under the proper assumptions the operation of restrition is also ompatiblewith bisimulations:Proposition 1. Let �X be an abstrat ontrol system, �Y a F -bisimulation of�X andML a generalized submonoid ofMX suh that F�1jF (ML) = (F jML)�1.The restrition �X jML is a F jML-bisimulation of �Y jF (ML).Proof. A similar argument to the proof of Proposition 1 shows that �Y is aF jML-simulation of �X so that we will only show that �X is a F j�1ML-simulationof �Y . Consider the following diagram:
�X jML �X-iMLF�1 Æ iF (ML)����R�Y jF (ML) �V-g -h (17)where g and h are equal only on the generalized submonoid ML. We will showthat (17) ommutes by proving the only nontrivial equality, g Æ F�1 Æ iF (ML) =h Æ F�1 Æ iF (ML). Reall that the equality F�1jF (ML) = F jML�1 implies thatthe domains of the relations are the same, that is F (ML) = F (ML). This allowsto onlude that:F�1 Æ iF (ML)(F (ML)) = F�1jF (ML) Æ F (ML)= F jML�1 Æ F jML(ML) =ML �MLSine (17) ommutes we an invoke the de�nition of restrition to ensure theexistene of a unique simulation relation from �Y jF (ML) to �X jML whih is givenby � = F�1 Æ iF (ML) = F�1jF (ML) = F jML�1 thereby showing bisimilarity. utThe ondition of the previous result is in fat also a neessary one as we nowshow:Proposition 2. Let �X be an abstrat ontrol system, �Y a F -bisimulation of�X and ML a generalized submonoid of MX . If the restrition �X jML is aF jML-bisimulation of �Y jF (ML) then F�1jF (ML) = (F jML)�1.Proof. The following ommutative diagram is a onsequene of bisimilarity:�Y jF (ML) �Y-iF (ML)?F jML�1 ?F�1�X jML �X-iML (18)from whih we get the following equality:iML Æ F jML�1 = F�1 Æ iF (ML) (19)from whih follows the desired equality F jML�1 = F�1jF (ML). utTheorem 2 is just a restatement of Lemma 1 and Propositions 1 and 2 and istherefore proved. ut


